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Our mission is not to just offer a solution, but to

always offer the best possible
monitoring solution!
spotOn data is automatically routed to
the shieldCube portal or to a
dedicated server on the client’s site

shieldCube provides advanced analysis
tools with customisable
alarm threshold, as well
as localisation capabilities,
enabling to identify
precisely where corrosion
threats develop

spotOn sensors enable the
identification of many different
corrosion threats in real time

high-value petrochemical assets must
be safeguarded from corrosion threats

spotOn U

spotOn data can be accessed from the
client’s desk or from mobile devices
such as tablets and smartphones

spotOn AE

spotOn sensors can be remotely
controlled to maximise battery life and
the likelihood of threat detection

spotOn V

spotOn LR

spotOn sensors connect wirelessly utilising GSM, UMTS, LTE, Iridium and other
proprietary wired or wireless networks to provide data in real time to the client’s desk;
optionally, an intrinsically safe data logger can be provided for manual data collection
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spotOn U

spotOn is a range of permanently-installed real-time corrosion
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the spotOn range

A3 Monitoring is a firm dedicat-

